indian history and indology for 1941         I1?
Datta, Hirendranatli,—Indian Culture: Its Strands and
Trends. A Study of Contrasts, pp. 119. Calcutta Uni-
versity, Calcutta, 1941.	[96
Denies with emphasis the cultural ruin brought in the wake of British
conquest, which was asserted by Mr. Gandhi. He is no believer in the
doctrine of non-violence, which he regards as un-Aryan and as likely to
produce national enfeeblement. He looks with confidence to the death of
impeiialism in the war now raging. But he affirms that " it is not only
futile but foolish to work for separate sovereignty for India—what has
been called Purna Svaraj—tl\is preferring the ideal of isolation to that
of integration." He believes in Varnasaramadliarma, as the cause of
India's escape from any calamities and as the real cement of future
social order. The argument of the five discourses on Indian Culture are
turned to the establishment of this conclusion, and the vindication of
faith in India's great destiny as world teacher, by the universal accep-
tance of India's cultural ideals." K. V. Rangaswami, BmV* VL, PL 3,pp.
234-237.
Dikshitar, V. R. Ramachandra.—Craftsmanship and Culture
in India :    The Five Trades. AP. XII, pp. 252-257.       [97
Brings out facts about the admirable organisation of society in
ancient and mediaeval India and shows craft guilds, which appeared in
Europe only in mediaeval times, to have been flourishing in India long
before the Christian era. Economically self-contained and politically
autonomus, and wi^a culture with more than made up in depth what
it may seem to have lacked in breadth, the village democracies of this
country established an all-time record for smooth functioning and for
longevity.
Gangoly, 0. 0.—The  Primitives  (On  the  art of  Primitive
'  man).   Calcutta, 1941.	[98
Ghosh,   Batakrisnna.—[Our    Cultural    Heritage],   by   Dr.
Iswara Topa, Allahabad, 1940. See ABIHI, III,  No.  153.
[99
The author has launched theories galore without in any way trying
to establish them. There is not a single reference to any source-book.
And some of the author's theories are so radically wrong that one would
be inclined to suspect that he does not know the source-books at all.
There are some good suggestions in the second part devoted to the
Indo-Muslim kingship as a cultural force. But of the first part I would
question almost every sentence". TMR. LXIX, p. 85.
Ghoshal, Tarun.—Hindu Contribution to Music CRt LXXIX,
pp. 257-266.	[100
The author does not dispute the Western assumption that Pythagoras
established the octave as the natural great division for the musical
scale; but finds that the Hindu system has many analogies with that
of the Greek and that the Hindus form diverse modes by effecting
cha nges in the disposition of the intervals of the scale.

